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NEW QUESTION: 1
Which HP Server family optimized for lightweight workloads
including web serving, cloud, and hosted desktop
infrastructure?
A. Hp moonshot
B. HP blade System
C. HP microserver
D. Hp Apollo
Answer: A
Explanation:

NEW QUESTION: 2
Alibaba Cloud WAF identifies attacks using human/robot
detection, Big Data analysis, model analysis, and other related
techniques. Which of the following CC attack defense modes does
WAF provide to meet the protection requirements of users?
(Number of correct answers 2)
A. Normal
B. Exception
C. Threat
D. Attack emergency
Answer: A,D

NEW QUESTION: 3
A. Option A
B. Option C
C. Option D
D. Option B
Answer: A,C

NEW QUESTION: 4
Workspace support 3D applications, which of the following
devices need to configure?
A. SSD hard disk
B. Smart Network Card
C. CPUs that support hardware virtualization
D. GPU card
Answer: D
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